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Abstract. A relativistic electron uniformly rotating along an equatorial orbit around a dielectric 
ball may generate Cherenkov radiation tens of times more intense as that in case of revolution 
of a particle in a continuous, infinite and transparent medium. The root-mean-square values of 
electric and magnetic field strengths of particle are practically not localized in the central part 
of the equatorial plane of ball and close to the poles of ball.  
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1. Introduction and background 
The presence of matter may essentially influence the characteristics of high energy electromagnetic 
processes giving rise to the production of Cherenkov radiation (CR), transition radiation etc. [1-9]. 
The operation of a number of devices assigned to production of electromagnetic radiation is based on 
the interaction of relativistic electrons with matter (see e.g. [8,9]).  
The effects of interest arise in stratified media of different configurations (refer, e.g., [10-12] and 
references therein). The interfaces of media are widely used to control the radiation flow emitted by 
various systems. In the present work the case of one-layer medium of spherical configuration has been 
investigated. 
 
 
Figure 1. A relativistic particle rotating about a dielectric ball in it’s equatorial plane. 
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Now consider a relativistic particle uniformly rotating in the magnetic field in vacuum about a 
dielectric ball in its equatorial plane. In spherical coordinates ϕθ  , ,r  with origin in the center of ball, 
the permittivity )(rε  of the substance is a step function of radial coordinate: 
br εε =)(     for brr ≤   and       1)( =rε   for  ,      (1) brr >
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where bbb iεεε ′′+′=  is the complex valued permittivity of ball with radius . The magnetic 
permeability is taken to be 1. The current density may be written as  
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where q, qqrω=v  and qω  are the charge, linear velocity and cyclic frequency of particle rotation, and 
 is the radius of particle orbit.  qr
The rotation of particle entails radiation at some discrete frequencies (harmonics) qk kωω = with 
 We assumed that an exterior force would make up for the braking of particle due to the 
radiation, by forcing the particle to uniformly rotate about the ball.  
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At large distances from the ball the radiation intensity  after averaging over the period kI
qT ωπ /2=  of revolution is determined by the expression [13] 
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where  is the solid angle, and Ω )(rAk r
r
 is the Fourier component of vector-potential of the 
electromagnetic field that satisfies the equation 
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It is convenient to introduce a non-dimensional quantity  
kkk nIT ≡ωh/ ,           (5) 
where   is the energy emitted at kIT kω  frequency during one period of particle revolution, and kωh  
is the energy of quantum of corresponding electromagnetic wave. So,  is the “number of 
electromagnetic field quanta” emitted during one revolution period of particle.  
kn
The dependence of  on ,  and kn v qb rr / bε was studied in [14]. It was shown that at some 
harmonics, in case of weak absorption of radiation in the ball material ( bb εε ′<<′′ ), the particle may 
generate  radiation field quanta exceeding in several dozens of times those generated by particle 
rotating in a continuous, infinite and transparent medium having the same permittivity as the ball 
material 
1~kn
)( bεε ′= . In the present paper we have studied an angular distribution of electric and 
magnetic field strengths of particle inside the ball and on its surface.  
2. Basic formulae 
Due to the azimuthal symmetry of system one may write the following Fourier expansions 
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for the strengths of electric and magnetic fields of particle ( re
r
, θe
r
 and ϕe
r
  are the unit vectors of the 
spherical system of coordinates). For this reason the root-mean-square values of electromagnetic field 
strengths may be written in the following form  
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and . The problem is reduced to the calculation of  and . HEF ,= ϕθ kkkr EEE ,, ϕθ kkkr HHH ,,
In our calculations we took advantage of the method for obtaining appropriate exact solutions of 
equation (4) proposed in [15]. Final expressions for  inside a ball are given below: ϕθ kkkr FFF ,,
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for an electric field and 
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for a magnetic field. Here we introduce the following notations 
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where  (  and  are spherical Bessel and Neumann functions respectively), )()()( yinyjyh lll += lj ln
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In the last expression 
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3. Numerical results and discussion 
Let us consider an electron uniformly revolving about a dielectric ball. The electromagnetic field of 
electron is determined by its energy  and parameters ,  and qE qr br bε .  It is also convenient to 
introduce a dimensionless parameter 
qb crr /v=ν       (15) 
and assume for certainty in what follows that 78.3=bε  (fused quartz in the range of microwaves), 
, ,    and mmrb 2.36= mmrq 9.36≅ 8=k MeVq 2E = .  
 
 
Figure 2. r -dependence of the root-mean-square strength ),( θrEk  of the -th harmonic 
of electric field inside the ball at 
k
2/πθ =  (the equatorial plane of the ball) for  
electron. The values of parameter (15) are shown beside the curves, 
MeV2
Ghza 2507.1=ν [14], 
78.3=bε , . 8=k
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In figure 2  the root-mean-square strength ),( θrEk  of the electric field inside a dielectric ball at 
the equatorial plane ( 2/πθ = ) is plotted versus the ratio . Here we give three curves of brr / r -
dependence of  for kE aa ννν 9995.0;=  and aν1.0005 . The material of ball is assumed to be 
transparent )0( =′′bε . It is seen that large values of  are possible on the curves with )(rEk aνν ≅ . The 
comparison of curves with aνν / =1; 0.9995 and 1.0005 shows how rapidly the function  tends 
to the maximum when 
)(rEk
aνν → . A slight departure of ν  in either direction from aν  would suffice for 
the point describing the state of system to notably fall. For this reason one may term aν  as the 
resonance value of ν  parameter. 
As it is seen from the plots in figure 2, the function  steeply increases rightwards of the 
vertical dashed line. Corresponding to this line is the value  
)(rEk
Cbrr θcos54.0/ ≅= ,        where   )v/arccos( bC c εθ =   (16) 
is the Cherenkov radiation emission angle for an electron at rectilinear motion in a continuous medium 
with bεε = . This fact testifies to the relation of localization of the electromagnetic field in the range 
of 1/cos ≤≤ bC rrθ  to the generation of CR inside the dielectric ball. 
In figure 3 the electric field strength  is plotted versus kE θ  at the surface of the ball ( ). As 
in figure 2 here we give three curves of 
brr =
θ - dependence of  for kE aa ννν 9995.0;=  and aν1.0005 . It 
is seen again that large values of )(θkE  are possible on the curves with aνν ≅ . 
As it is seen from the plots in figure 3, the function )(θkE  increases sufficiently fast rightwards of 
the vertical dashed line. Corresponding to this line is the value 
o
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2 ≅= θθ .       (17) 
 
 
Figure 3. The root-mean-square strength ),(8 θrE  of the -th harmonic of electric field 
on the surface of ball ( ) as the function of polar angle 
8
brr = θ . The notations and values of 
parameters are the same as those in figure 2. 
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This fact again testifies to the relation of localization of the electromagnetic field in the range of  
°≤≤ 90)arccos(sin2 θθC              (18) 
to the generation of CR inside the dielectric ball. 
The results of our numerical calculations indicate that close to the maxima in figures 2,3 
the value of  are tens of times as large as that in the case of revolution of a particle in a 
continuous, infinite and transparent medium having the same permittivity as the ball material. 
The situation with the root-mean-square strength 
kE
),( θrH k  of the magnetic field is simalar. 
Sure, the electromagnetic oscillations of CR induced by the particle along the trajectory on 
the whole are partially locked inside the ball by superimposing each other mostly in the 
destructive way. However, in some specific cases ( aνν ≅  in figures 2,3) the oscillations may 
superimpose nondestructively, as a result of which the electromagnetic field of particle inside 
the ball is amplified.  
The maxima of functions ),( θrEk  and ),( θrH k  at resonance are highly sensitive to the values of 
permittivity of the ball and its radius. This fact may be used in applications. 
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